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THE PRIORITY
 
Established over two decades ago, GLAZE is a 
renowned brand in the natural stone industry, a 
class apart in this part of the world, specializing 
in premium imported Natural Stones, hand-picked 
from best quarries around the globe. From countries 
such as Italy, Spain, Greece, Portugal, Brazil ,  Turkey, 
Macedonia, India, Vietnam, Egypt, China and many 
more, GLAZE holds our suppliers to the very highest 
and most rigorous standards to ensure the very 
best quality of material. 

It took mother nature mill ions of years to create 
natural stones. We at GLAZE believe in honouring 
the majestic beauty of these wholesome gifts, 
and are steadfastly devoted in bringing them from 
different parts of the world to elevate the aesthetic 
appeal of your spaces. Uncompromising on quality, 
GLAZE will  continue to deliver this greatest gift of 
Mother Nature.

GLAZE SHJ - OFFICE LOBBY
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THE PEOPLE
 
GLAZE has remained a renowned brand in the 
natural stone industry for over two decades for 
the simple reason that the people behind GLAZE 
have worked tirelessly, and relentlessly, to shape 
GLAZE into a symbol of quality, and customer 
satisfaction. Through maintaining    relationships 
with the best quarries around the globe, GLAZE has 
acquired the ability to source premium materials. 

GLAZE found its niche in the competitive Middle 
East market by proving, time and again, to our 
faithful clients that our product continues to be 
superior. We believe in both the right sourcing and 
the  right pricing. At GLAZE, we consider natural 
stones to be precious, their beauty to be marvelled 
at for generations to come, therefore our core 
principles disallow us from  ever  compromising 
the quality of our product.
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THE PRODUCT
 
Natural Stones have the capacity to upturn ordinary 
spaces, and elevate them into extraordinary 
Interior and Exterior experiences. GLAZE, with its 
vast treasury of natural stones, in exotic and rare 
colors and styles, is the cornerstone to fulf i l l ing 
your wildest dreams, and curating the most 
beautiful version of your spaces.
 
Over the period of time, GLAZE has added all 
possible natural stones, from every color on the 
spectrum, and from every corner of the world, to 
its extensive collection. Today, GLAZE stocks over 
300 unique styles of marble, granite, quartzite, 
onyx, travertine, l imestone, sandstone, and slate, 
so as to provide an expansive range of natural 
stones. Over 1 mill ion sq.m of Natural Stones 
under one roof, guarantee that we are able to 
tailor to the needs of our valued clientele.

GLAZE SHJ - SAMPLE ROOM
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THE POLICY
 
Since its foundation, it 
has been policy at GLAZE 
to stock only the highest 
quality materials with 
specif ication to particularly 
befit the market, climate, 
and clients here in the 
Middle East, using exact 
20mm or 30mm thickness 
of slabs, homogeneity 
in thickness, controlled 
variation in colour, perfect 
processing quality etc. 
Our rigorous standards of 
quality control, that meet 
the approval of architects 
& consultants, allow our 
customers to complete 
their projects successfully, 
beautifully, and in a timely 
manner.
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THE PERFORMANCE

GLAZE appreciates the value of excellent 
service, competitive pricing, and high 
quality. Our open and honest relationships 
with not only our clients, but also all  the 
major global giants in the Stone industry, 
allow us to overcome all  obstacles and 
ensure that our policies and values are kept 
sacred. 
 
Since its inception, GLAZE has exhibited 
its extensive experience, vast industry 
knowledge, hard work, dedication to 
service, and sincere efforts, to be not only 
acknowledged, but distinguished, as the 
strongest brand of Natural Stones in this 
part of the world today.

GLAZE SHJ - SALES AREA
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BEST IMPORTER AWARD



MARBLE

From the Parthenon in Greece, to the Taj 
Mahal in India, or the Sheikh Zayed Mosque 
in Abu Dhabi, Marble has always been a 
luxurious cultural symbol of architectural 
ref inement. It ’s extravagant beauty, which 
lasts for generations, has always been a 
favourite medium of sculptors, architects 
and designers. As one of the most alluring 
and valuable natural stones on the planet, 
Marble has a rich cultural past, and has 
been used to distinguish some of the 
most awe inspiring buildings in history. It ’s 
durability, longevity, beauty, and elegance 
ensure that it can transform an ordinary 
space into a monument for the ages.
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Timeless
BIANCO RHINOVIETNAM WHITE

BIANCO SIVEC

THASSOS WHITE

THASSOS WHITE

This Ancient Greek marble has 
been  used for centuries, the name 
Thassos, comes from the island 
where the marble is quarried  
material, and is synonymous 
with the whitest, and purest 
marble on earth.  The brightness 
and splendour of this stone is 
unmatched and unrivalled. 

MARBLE

NAXOS
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VENATINO

Intricate

POLARIS

Polaris is a pure white marble, 
occasionally streaked with 
light grey striations. A non - 
foliated metamorphic rock, 
quarried in Greece, Polaris is 
classically chic, and perfect 
for living rooms & offices.

POLARIS

CALACATTA LINCOLN

MARBLE

BIANCO IBIZA
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CARRARA WHITESTATURIO ETTO

STATURIO

PENTELIKONSTATURIO ANATOLIA

STATURIO

Staturio is the most exclusive white 
marble today, considered the most 
uber-luxurious stone due to both 
its limited availability and timeless 
beauty. The distinctive grey veins 
on pure white marble always keep 
this stone in vogue, and the first 
preference of home owners & 
designers alike. Although there are 
many similar looking marbles around 
the world, none can ever match the 
elegance of a flawless Staturio marble. 

MARBLE
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BALKAN WHITE STATURIO LINCOLN

ARISTONA

VOLAKAS

A white marble from northern 
Greece, infused with blueish 
grey veins, this marble has been 
extremely popular in contemporary 
projects. The cool tint of this 
marble pairs well with trendy grey 
modern look, extremely coveted 
in the far east markets for the past 
two decades, is now often used in 
important projects in the Middle 
East as well.

VOLAKAS EXTRA

“Take the stones 
people throw 
at you and use 
them to build a 
monument .”

MARBLE
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ARBESCATO

OPAL WHITE

NESTOS WHITEARBESCATO GREEK

CALACATTA DOVER

ARBESCATO

Born in Italy’s Apuana Alps, 
Arabescato Marble has an 
ancient history. It is a white 
marble with distinctive egg 
shaped, rounded veins, which 
give a harmonious flowing 
appearance to the stone, as 
well as hardness and strength. 
For this reason, this stone 
is perfect for counter-tops, 
flooring, window sil ls. 

MARBLE
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CALACATTA SPONDA

CALACATTA ORO

GOLDEN SPIDER BIANCO SPIDER

MARBLE
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ZABRINO CLASSICO

CALACATTA ESTRIMOZE

ANATOLIA D’ORO

CALACATTA JERIBA CALACATTA CALDIAVENATO PIANO

MARBLE
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BIANCO LASA

WHITE WOODNESTOS GREEK

EQUATOR

Distinctive

BIANCO LASA

Bianco Lasa is quarried from 
the northern town of Italy, 
bordering Austria, called Lasa. 
This Italian white marble has 
medium variation in shades of 
grey and white. Its hard and shiny 
grain made it a popular choice 
for ornaments, sculptures and 
monuments. Many ancient 
buildings, and squares in Austria 
and Italy were inspired by and 
made in Bianco Lasa. 

MARBLE
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CALACATTA GREEK

 BIANCO LASA VENA ORO

LILAC

“Every block 
of stone 
has a statue 
inside and it 
is the task of 
the sculptor 
to discover  it .”

CALACATTA RETRO

MARBLE
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CREMO DELICATO

CALACATTA MACCHIA VECCHIA

ESTRIMOZE CREAM

CALACATTA VAGLI

AFYON SUGAR

CREMO DELICATO

Cremo Delicato is an exclusive 
white marble, quarried in 
Italy, with soft, cloudy veins. 
The harmony of its soft gold 
veins and occasional grey 
highlights gives this marble a 
dreamy, buttery quality. This 
stone is especially delightful 
for luxuriously warm interiors, 
cladding floors and walls. 

MARBLE
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CREMA UNOLIGHT EMPRADOR PATARA

CREMA IVORY OMANI IVORY

“The truth 
is not in the 
touch of the 
stone, but in 
what the stone 
tells you.”

CREMA NOBEL

Harmonious

MARBLE
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Fearless

“He could boast that 
inherited it brick and left it 
marble.”

CREMA MARFIL

CREMA HERMES

BOTTICINO CLASSICO

CREMA DOLCE

GALALA

CREMA MARFIL

For the past three decades, Crema Marfil 
has been the most sought after crème 
marble. Quarried in the quaint mountain 
town of Pinoso, in the Alicante province of 
Spain, no other marble has been quarried 
quite so extensively in volume in modern 
times, which in itself proves the time and 
tested quality of this unrivalled marble. 
This stone is quintessential for a warm 
welcoming interior space for both hotels 
and residences. 

MARBLE
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TANGERINABRECCIA ONICIATA

BRECCIA AURORA

DIANO REALE PERLATO SICILIA

“Write your 
worries in 
the sand and 
carve your 
blessings  in 
stone.”

MARBLE
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SERENGETI

CREMA VALENCIA

GIALLO SIENA

Giallo Siena is from the central Italian 
province of Toscana, and has been in 
ancient churches and stoic buildings 
for centuries. This exuberantly bright 
yellow marble stil l  f irmly holds its 
position in modern times to create 
accents in walls, and floors often for 
luxury hotels and retail  spaces.  

GIALLO SIENA

INDUS GOLDSUNNY CLEOPATRA SPANISH GOLD

MARBLE
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Elegant

ROSA AURORA

ROSSO LEVANTO

ROSA VERONAOROBICO ROSSO

ROSA AURORA

Rosa Aurora, quarried in 
Portugal, is a high calibre 
marble that has been a 
popular choice in the 
Middle East region. Its 
soothing hues of pink 
create a lovely arabesque 
interior aesthetic, and 
delicate feminine veining 
has rendered it a sought 
after  marble for the past 
three decades especially 
for residences.

MARBLE
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PALISANDRO

ROSSO FRANCIA RED ALICANTE

SALOME

PALISANDRO

A stylish and elegant Italian marble,   
found most commonly in soothing 
shades of pink. This universally 
appealing marble is naturally veined 
with graceful movement and flow, 
that creates a classy yet grand interior. 
A favourite of architects, designers 
and end users, this stone elevates the 
energy of any space.

MARBLE
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“In all  things 
of nature 
there is 
something 
marvellous .”

PORTOBELLO FANTASY BROWN LIGHT EMPRADOR TURKEY

LIGHT EMPRADOR

TERRE DI BOLGHERI

Inspired

MARBLE
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BVLGARI BROWN

DARK EMPRADOR ARMANI BROWN C/C

ARMANI BROWN V/C 

MARRON SCURO

Provocative

ARMANI BROWN

Armani Brown, also know as Eramosa, is extracted from Ontario 
Province of Canada. It ’s a profound and sophisticated marble, its 
deep brown undertones alongside golden linear veining give it a 
contemporary modern look, perfect for dramatic residential and 
commercial projects.

MARBLE
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MYKONOS GREENINDIAN GREEN

IRISH GREEN

MING GREEN

DA VINCI

MYKONOS GREEN

Mykonos Green, quarried in Greece, 
is one of the most elegant, and 
sought after, green marbles in the 
world. It’s impressive deep green 
background with beautiful white 
veins leave passers-by stunned. 
The stone possess a very hard and 
fine grain calcite, guaranteed to 
give strength and durability to your 
spaces for decades to come.

MARBLE
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SODALITE

Sodalite is a royal blue coloured quartz mineral, first discovered by 
explorers in 1811 Greenland. Until recently, Sodalite was primarily used for 
art objects, and jewellery, however evolving technology, in the past two 
decades, has allowed for the large block extraction of Sodalite to make 
slabs. An extremely high end luxury stone, this marble is a real show 
stopper like no other.

Sublime

AZUL CIELO

SODALITE

OPAL BLUE AZUL AQUA DOLCE

AZUL MARINA

MARBLE
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CRISTALLO ARGENTO NESTOS SILVER TUNDRA GREY

ERA SILVER

FIOR DI BOSCO CHIARO

FIOR DI BOSCO (GREEK)

“Take the stones 
that failure throws 

at you and build 
legacies the 

world will always 
remember you for.”
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FIOR DI PESCO

FIOR DI BOSCO CLASSICO

BERDIGLIO IMPERIALE

GRIGIO BOLOGNA

BERDIGLIO TURKO

BEDIGLIO IMPERIALE

Bediglio Imperiale is a soft grey 
marble from the Toscana province 
of Italy. It’s a compact grain marble 
that comes in breathtakingly elegant 
shades of grey. Although the dark 
to light grey variations are specific 
to each individual block, the veins 
always remain darker on the soft grey 
stone, giving the marble depth and 
character.  Bediglio Imperiale is of 
medium hardness,  and possesses 
an absolute fine grain, which takes 
on a mirror polish and gives a rich 
appearance to your surfaces.

Rare

MARBLE
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SILVER EMPRADORBRECCIA ALBA SILVER TRAMBI SERRA

FIOR DI BOSCO (TURKO)

ICEBERG

FIOR DI BOSCO

Fior di Bosco, a grey Italian marble, has a distinctly 
silky and shiny surface. Its sober grey background 
mixes leaden and smoky tones to create a sultry 
mood, with surprisingly energetic bursts of soft 
white and amber veins. Occasional orange streaks 
and golden halos give this marble an air of mystery 
and elegance. 

MARBLE
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GREY ECUADOR NILO GREY

OROBICO GRIGIO

BRECCIA GREY

ARMANI GREY

“Without 
stones, there 
is no arch.”

MARBLE
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BRONZO VITA

GRIGIO CARNICO (ITALY)

GRIGIO CARNICO (TURKO) GRIGIO COLLEMANDINA

MARBLE
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SPANISH GREYSILVER ELDORADO

VALENTINE GREY

MATAHARI

MARBLE
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COTE D’AZUR

ZAKYNTHOS GREY

BRONZE ARMANI

BRONZE ARMANI

Bronze Armani, also known as Gris Pulpis, 
originates from its namesake Santa 
Magdalena de Pulpis, in Spain. This exclusive 
warm grey, or ashy brown toned marble 
is considered ultra luxury due to its awe 
inspiring dark to light shading variation,  low 
absorption, and excellent polishing ability, 
which comes from its super fine grain and its 
hard calcite mineral composition.

GREY EMPRADORBRONZO OMBRA GREY VENEZIA

MARBLE
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NERO MARQUINA

Nero Marquina is a high quality black marble from the Basque 
Country in northern Spain. It has a f ine and compact grain, 
with sharp white veins on the black marble. 

Unique

PORT LAURENT CLASSIC

NERO MARQUINA

SILVER PORTORO BLACK & GOLD

MARBLE
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NERO PORT ST. LAURENT

NERO TEMPESTA

NERO PICASSO

“Your work is 
carved out of 
dedication as a 
statue is carved 
out of marble”

NERO SAINT AUGUSTIN VAN GOGH SERPEGIANTI NERO

MARBLE
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NERO PORTORO

BELGIUM BLACK

BLACK WILLIAMGRAND ANTIQUE

NERO PORTORO

Nero Portoro is a luxurious 
Italian marble. It ’s allure 
is evident in its opulent 
black & gold colouring, this 
iconic colour duo creates a 
perfectly lavish combination 
found in no other marble. 
Although exorbitantly priced, 
given the extreme rarity and 
beauty of Nero Portoro, it is 
hardly surprising.

MARBLE



GRANITE

Granite is a unique and special rock, it is the 
signature of planet Earth. While other rocky 
planets such as Mercury, Venus and Mars are 
covered in basalt, only planet Earth has this 
attractive and interesting rock. An extremely 
strong stone, the strength of Granite can be 
attributed to the its density, which is acquired 
during the slow cooling of magma, after 
volcanic eruption. The quartz and feldspar, 
that form the main components of Granite, 
are harder than steel. Granite takes a good 
polish and resists weathering very well , 
making it remarkably desirable for building 
and ornamental purposes. For decades, this 
stone has been a favourite for kitchen tops, 
and for flooring in high traff ic areas in both 
private and public spaces.
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VISCON WHITE

ALASKA WHITE

ALPINUS

COLONIAL NOVA

BIANCO DUNAS

ALPINUS

Alpinus is a unique material 
because it has the largest 
pieces of feldspar, which is 
very rare in granite. These 
large chunks of feldspar give 
an exotic appearance, as 
well as iridescent flashes of 
white throughout the surface. 
Whether your grand foyer, or 
elegant kitchen top, Aplinus 
will  bring l ife to your spaces.

GRANITE
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COLONIAL WHITE

SPLENDOUR WHITE

The striking, whiteness and translucency 
of the ornate crystals evokes a vision of 
snowy peaks and beautiful icy winters. 
The neutral colouring of this bril l iant 
Brazil ian granite is perfect for any 
space, from a classic counter-top to a 
resplendent lobby

SPLENDOUR WHITE

ORNAMENTAL WHITE

WHITE LUNA MOON WHITE

GRANITE
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ULTRA WHITE

DAZZLE WHITE

PENAFRAGULA 

This Brazil ian granite, has been a favorite 
of South Americans for decades. For 
homeowners and commercial projects 
alike, Penafragula is a tried and test 
material. Its pearly white background, 
contrasted with minuscule tan and brown 
speckles, creates a calming atmosphere 
and subtle background for striking design 
features.

PENAFRAGULA

GREY SARDO SAUDI BIANCO

Elegant

GRANITE
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COLONIAL GOLD

AMAZON GOLD

ORO BRASIL SF REAL

“A stone that looks satisf ied with its position reflects 
the sense of  ease  the waller felt when placing it there.”

Extraordinary

GRANITE
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SANTA CECILIA (GOLD)

CRYSTAL YELLOW

GIALLO TOPAZZIO IMPERIALE

GIALLO CALIFORNIA

SOLARIUS

“The block of 
granite which 

was an obstacle 
in the pathway 

of the weak 
becomes a 

stepping stone 
in the pathway 
of the strong .”

GRANITE
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SPLENDOUR GOLD

GIALLO ORNAMENTAL

ALPINUS GOLD

GIALLO ORNAMENTAL

This granite is excellent for 
residential spaces, from kitchen 
tops to entrance foyers, the 
warm, inviting colors of Giallo 
Ornamentel create a charming 
and comforting mood, the loving 
f inal touch any home would need.

DESERT GOLD GIALLO FIORITTOORO SCINTILLANTE

GRANITE
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Special

MASCARELLO

KAMARICA

GOLD BRASIL

IMPERIAL GOLD

LAPIDUS CLASSICO

KAMARICA

A super exotic, multi-colored 
granite, dominated by green 
and yellow, tinged with cool 
strikes of blue, Kamarica is 
the ultimate feature wall . A 
glorious natural painting, 
this striking granite is quite 
unlike any other material.

GRANITE
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SHIVA GOLD

RAW SILKPINK JUPRANA / INDIAN JUPRANA

ROSY PINKROSA PORINO

SHIVA GOLD

This Indian granite is 
incredibly unique in that 
it is f i l led with uniformly 
distributed violent colored 
garnets on a warm creamy 
background. Great for 
residential and commercial 
spaces, the charming 
sparkles in this granite will 
brighten up any space.

GRANITE
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GEM REDJHANSI RED RED MULTICOLOR

GRANITE

“The pebble 
in the brook 
secretly believes 
itself to be a 
precious  stone.”
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“My deeds are written 
in ink, but my legend  is 
written in stone.”

Dignified

MARRON ANTICO (GOLDEN BROWN)

BROWN PEARLTAN BROWN

LABRADOR ANTIQUE

GRANITE
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NAJRAN BROWN

TROPICAL BROWN

BALTIC BROWN

CAFE IMPERIAL

BROWN SILK

GRANITE
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“The man 
who moves 
a mountain 
begins  by 
carrying away 
small stones.”

SURF GREEN

LAPONIA GREEN VERDE BUTTERFLY

VERDE UBATUBA

GRANITE
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BASH PARADISO

PARADISO

PARADISO

This colored Indian granite has been a favorite of architects for the past forty 
years around the world. It ’s intricate veins of violet, pink, and blue give a classically 
luxurious look, which is why it is used especially used for exterior building cladding 
for this reason.

GRANITE
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KAMARICA BLUE

AZUL BAHIA

BLUE PEARLBALTIC BLUE

AZUL BAHIA

The beguiling depth and 
flow of the gorgeous blue 
veins on this semi precious 
Brazil ian granite make it 
a very special project. A 
choice for the elite

GRANITE
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“No matter how sophisticated you may be, a large 
granite mountain cannot be denied - it speaks in 
silence to the very core of your being”

Daring BARACUDA BLUE

VOLGA BLUE LAVENDER BLUE

LEMURIAN BLUE

GRANITE
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METALLIC

MATRIX

MATRIX

This dark grey, sparkling Brazil ian 
granite reminds one of an interstellar 
landscape. Matrix is composed of 
hard dark crystals on a soft shining 
background, the variance in hardness 
and color of two strikingly different 
textures is unparalleled, and even more 
exquisite when in a leather f inish. 

BLACK ICE

GRANITE
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VIA LACTEA

BLACK GALAXY

BLACK ABSOLUTO LABRADOR SCURO

GRANITE

“For a 
tree to 

become 
tall  it 

must grow 
tough 
roots 

among the 
stones”
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Natural

SKY FALL

SILVER PARADISO TUNDRA BLACK

MERCURY BLACK

“We choose 
to believe that 
the granite 
is alive. If l ife 
is movement , 
then rock - 
with its atoms 
flying around 
like stars in 
cosmos, is 
alive”

GRANITE
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BELVEDERE

BLACK FUSIONTITANIUM

BLACK TAURUS

BLACK TAURUS

Quarried in Brazil ,  Black 
Taurus is a deep black 
granite with mesmerizing 
golden veins. The distinctive 
features and markings of 
this alluring stone mean that 
it makes a truly unparalleled 
design wall ,  and is often 
used for cladding.

GRANITE

“A stumbling 
block to the 
pessimist is a 
stepping-stone 
to the optimist.”



121

QUARTZITE

Although many people often confuse 
granite with quartzite, on the contrary, 
quartzite, l ike marble, is a metamorphic 
rock, rather than igneous rock like granite. 
Extremely hard and compact, of a f iner 
grain than granite, exotically veined and 
colored like marble, quartzite is the most 
versatile stone amongst all  of the natural 
stones. Stronger than marble and even 
granite, quartzite is actually the most 
durable natural stone. In fact, quartzite can 
be called nearly indestructible, resistant to 
chemical weathering, non porous, scratch 
resistant, and hard as diamonds, quartzite 
is easy to maintain and keep bacteria-free. 
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MONT BLANC

INFINITY

QUARTZITE

WHITE MACAUBASDELICATO QUARTZITE

Strong

MONT BLANC

Mont Blanc is a natural quartzite from Brazil  that has grey and taupe 
veining. This chic quartzite is compact and strong, which gives it a 
sophisticated shine when polished, which is why this quartzite is 
widely preferred for l iving rooms and counter tops.
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QUARTZITE

LUMIX BIANCO

LUMIX

LUMIX

Lumix, a transparent crystal quartz rock, was until recently used for 
carving ornamental pieces and jewellery, and is now available in large 
scale slabs for the first time to make counter tops and feature walls, with 
back light. Although this dazzling quartzite appears delicate and light, it is 
in fact non porous and scratch resistant as its hardness is similar to that 
of a diamond.
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QUARTZ CREMO (TAJ MAHAL)

CORTECCIA

CALACATTA MACAUBAS (SKY GOLD) NACARADO

QUARTZITE

QUARTZ CREMO

Affectionately called Taj Mahal in North America, 
this creamy quartz stone is extremely popular for 
kitchen tops and living rooms due to its warm 
appeal. Moreover, its durability, and non porous, 
hard surface allows for simplif ied cleanliness and 
hygiene maintenance.

Memorable
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PATAGONIA

Patagonia is a very special material because it is a crystal rock, interspersed with large chunks 
of feldspar throughout. Whilst the crystal is translucent, and the feldspar remains opaque this 
stone, creating a hauntingly beautiful visual effect.ect.

QUARTZITE

PATAGONIA ORIGINALE

PATAGONIA CRYSTALLO

GIALLO MACAUBAS
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GOLDEN FLAME QUARTZITE

PALOMINO

VIA ROMA

QUARTZITE

Noble
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QUARTZITE

PINK QUARTZ ONYX

REVOLUTION QUARTZITE

PINK QUARTZ

A naturally pink coloured 
crystal rock, l ike any other 
crystal, has a beautiful and 
luminous transparency, and 
simultaneously the hardness 
of a diamond. As this material 
is scratch resistant, and non 
porous, this unassuming 
material is in fact heavy duty 
and well suited for bathrooms, 
vanities, counter tops, or jaw 
dropping bar tops. 

AMETHYST QUARTZITE

QUARTZITE MICHELANGELO
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RHODIUM

IRON RED

LEPANTO QUARTZITE

QUARTZITE

Radical
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Majestic

QUARTZITE

ABSOLUTE BROWN

VITORIA SILK

SEQUOIA BROWN

SEQUOIA BROWN

An extraordinary Brazilian quartzite, 
known for its deep brown veining, 
interwoven amongst a beautiful 
patterns of gray. Sequoia Brown, 
reminiscent of the great American 
Sequoia forests, is the modern 
finish needed to warm up an 
impressive countertop, backsplash, 
or feature wall.

“We can choose  to throw 
stones, to stumble on them, 
to climb over them, or to build 
with them.”
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FASCINATION

FUSION MULTICOLOR

FUSION

QUARTZITE

FUSION 

The fusion family of quartzite comes in various types, from warm hues of red, to cool shades of blue, and refreshing tints of 
green.  Fascination in particular, the green variation of fusion is especially vibrant. A fine grain quartzite, with exotic colors, harder 
than steel, the shiny surface of this stone is ideal for working surfaces, like kitchen counters, and bar tops.
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BLUE FUSION

BLUE FUSION EXOTIC

QUARTZITE

“A house built from stone and strong  foundations, not 
even the onslaught of pouring rain, gushing torrents 
and strong winds will  be able to pull  down.”

Bold
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Invigorate

QUARTZITE

GREEN BAMBOO

EMERALD QUARTZ

LAKE LOUISE
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BOTANIC GREEN

BOTANIC GREEN

A luxuriously deep green quartzite, 
Botanic Green is extremely rare and 
exotic. The enchanting white veins on 
emerald background of this stone is 
sought after for creating a dramatic 
statement.

WASABI

VITORIA REGIA

QUARTZITE
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QUARTZITE

AMAZZONITE (SEMI PRECIOUS)

AMAZONITE

Most commonly known as from the emblematic Tiffany&Co. stores 
around the world. This semi precious stone from Brazil, occasionally 
interspersed with beautiful large chunks of translucent white crystal, is 
worth every bit its dear price. Amazonite promises to uplift and elegantly 
transform mudane spaces into opulent otherworldly experiences.

QUARTZITE VERDE ESMERALDO ANTICO
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GAYA

VERDE MARINACE

LOUISE BLUE

QUARTZITE
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AZUL MACAUBAS

A highly sought after quartzite, its strikingly intense blue color, occasionally 
interspersed with white veins, brings an air of l ightness, elegance and 
sophistication to any project. Its breathtaking beauty is worth its exclusive price.

QUARTZITE

AZUL BOQUIRA

AZUL MACAUBAS

BLUE BELIZE
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AVALANCHE

QUARTZITE BERDIGLIO

QUARTZITE

QUARTZITE BERDIGLIO

The GLAZE off ice entrance, done 
in Berdiglio Quartzite, is testament 
to our belief in this material. 
This hard, shiny, grey quartzite is 
the solution to the trend of the 
modern, grey aesthetic that is so 
sought after today.

INFINITY BLUE
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Mammoth

QUARTZITE

“He who writes prose, builds his 
temple to Fame  in rubble; he who 
writes verses, builds it in stone.”

VIBRANIUM

QUARTZITE GRIGIO

INVISIBLE GREY (SUPER WHITE)
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Charming

QUARTZITE

BLACK MARINACE

QUARTZITE CARNICO

TROPICAL STORM

TROPICAL STORM

This quartzite, black with, gold and 
white veins, replicates one of the most 
precious marbles in the world, Nero 
Portoro. Highly durable, for counter 
tops, also often used to create feature 
walls, like the one at the GLAZE office, 
this striking black and gold stone is 
sure to make a lasting impression.
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BRILLIANT BLACK QUARTZITE

QUARTZITE CAVALLO NERO

COPACABANA

COPACABANA

Copacabana features a striking 
combination of colours. An 
intense background of pitch 
black, with creamy white 
veins, and burnt orange hues 
come together for an arresting 
visual impact. Its fine grained, 
smooth texture makes it ideal 
for counter tops and well as 
dramatic entrance lobbies 
featuring dark interiors.

QUARTZITE

NEGRESCO

“As the builders 
say, the larger 
stones do not 
l ie well without 
the lesser.”
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ONYX

Onyx is an exotic natural stone that is all 
about luxury and glamour. This exquisite 
stone has the unique ability to transmit l ight. 
The peculiar translucent quality of Onyx 
allows for a breathtaking effusive l ighting 
arrangement. The dazzling visual display 
created by back lit onyx is a particularly 
powerful tool for creating an unforgettable 
mood and ambience. Onyx has been used 
in jewelry, carvings and sculptures since 
the times of the early homo sapiens, to the 
ornamentation of classic as well as modern 
architecture, embellishing the grandiose 
facades of the Ancient Greek, to Bauhaus 
and Brutalist architectures.
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ONYX WHITE

ONYX TURQUOISEONYX BLUE

ONYX COSTA BLANCA V/C WHITE FANTASY

ONYX

WHITE ONYX

One myth claims that Onyx 
was created when Eros clipped 
the nail  of roman goddess 
Venus. White Onyx is a semi 
precious natural stone with an 
immaculate white crystall ine 
background.  A super luxurious 
stone, White Onyx not only 
enhances the beauty of your 
spaces but is believed to create 
positive energy flows as well .
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ONYX YELLOW ARCOIRISONYX MIELE (HONEY) V/C

ONYX

ONYX NASTRO AZZURRO

ONYX RAINBOWONYX GREY BELINI

VEIN CUT ONYX

Vein cut onyx, when back lit, whether it is yellow, orange 
or multi color creates a dramatic interior, that is certainly 
unforgettable. Onyx in this style, uniform in pattern 
throughout the block, creates a dramatic effect that is sure 
to elevate the ambience and feeling of any space into one 
of super luxury.
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ONYX ORANGE

ONYX MIELE (HONEY) C/C

ONYX ALABASTER V/C

ONYX

ONYX MACEDONIA

ONYX YELLOW

ONYX YELLOW ORIENTAL

Enchanting
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ONYX

ONYX VULCANO V/C

ONYX PINK

ONYX FANTASTICO

ONYX VULCANO C/C ONYX RED C/C

“Write today’s 
worries in 
sand. Chisel 
yesterday’s 
victories  in 
stone.”
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ONYX GREEN C/C

ONYX LINEA VERDEONYX COPPACINO

ONYX

ONYX TIGER
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ONYX

ONYX OLIVE GREY V/C

ONYX BLACK ONYX GREY V/C

ONYX GREY C/C ONYX OLIVE GREY C/C



TRAVERTINE

Travertine is a form of massive 
calcium carbonate, a natural stone 
resulting from the sedimentation 
of rivers and springs. Though it 
is porous, it is in fact it is a dense 
and closely compacted form of 
l imestone. It is the perfect material 
for residential and commercial 
use, due its to subtle splendor and 
durability. The iconic Coliseum 
of Rome is the ideal example to 
showcase the architectural potential 
of travertine.

TR
AV

ER
TI

N
E
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CLASSICO V/C UF&P

CLASSICO V/C F&P

CLASSICO C/C F&P

TRAVERTINE
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TRAVERTINE

Everlasting

SILVER RAPOLANO

ROMANO CLASSICO V/C UF&P

ROMANO CLASSICO V/C F&P
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NOCE V/C F&P

NOCE V/C UF&P

NOCE C/C F&P

TRAVERTINE

YELLOW V/C F&P RED V/C F&P

“Don’t wish 
for bricks 
when 
you can 
build  from 
stone .”
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TRAVERTINE

SILVER V/C F&P

SILVER C/C F&P

SILVER ROMANO V/C UF&P



LIMESTONE

Limestone has a rich history of being 
central to architectural expression 
around the world. This sedimentary 
rock is very commonly used in 
construction, especially in Europe 
and North America. Its longevity, 
and ability to withstand exposure to 
the even the most adverse weather 
conditions, make it a dependable 
architectural resource. Limestone 
has been used in some of the world’s 
foremost monuments, such as the 
Great Pyramids of Egypt.

LI
M

ES
TO
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E
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CREMA EUROPA

LIMESTONE

Serene

LIMRA

MOCA CREAM

CALISA CAPRI GASCOGNE
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GASCOGNE BLUE

AZUL VALVERDE DARK

LIMESTONE

AZUL VALVERDE



SANDSTONE

Sandstone is a clastic sedimentary 
rock, composed of sand mineral 
or rock grain sized particles. Most 
sandstones are composed of quartz 
and/or feldspar because these are 
the most common minerals in the 
Earth’s crust. Owing to their natural 
beauty, sandstones are used for 
interior as well as exterior decoration 
including flooring, paving, cladding 
walls and floors.

SA
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E
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TEAKWOOD

SANDSTONE

DHOLPUR BEIGE

RAINBOWNIWALA
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SANDSTONE

KOTA BLUE

AGRA RED

MINT (SHIVPURI)

“Stone is 
a great 
master 

of l ife. It 
teaches us 
this simple 

philosophy: 
Stay f irm .”
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SLATE

Slate is a f ine grained metamorphic 
rock; dense, strong, acid resistant 
and non-absorptive, it is impervious 
to freeze thaw cycles, and has been 
used in construction for thousands 
of years. It is the material of choice 
for discerning architects, designers, 
contractors and builders.
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SLATE

OCEAN GREEN

SHIMLA WHITE

SILVER SHINE ZEERA GREY
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SLATE

COPPER GOLDEN

KUND MULTI

PEACOCK DARK
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BRAZIL BLACK

SLATE

BRAZIL GREY

JAK BLACK
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